[Results of levothyroxine therapy in thyroid nodules].
The aim of this study--to investigate the effect of Levothyroxine on thyroid nodules avoiding the growth of nodules. We have compared results with studies, had evaluated this treatment method and discuss about guidelines of endocrinologist's-practitioner's consensus on this subject. Sixty-two patients (all female) were evaluated. The mean age of the group was 47.89 +/- 13.73 year. Plasma thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) concentration was measured in all patients before therapy initiation and after 6 months, some of them were observed during 24 months (20 (32.3%)) and were examined every 6 months. Nodules evaluation was made by ultrasound. Therapy with Levothyroxine was prescribed for 37 (59.68%) patients. The data was compared with 25 (40.32%) cases of control group not treated with Levothyroxine. There was reached mild TSH suppression in 11 (29.7%) cases, moderate--in 4 (10.8%), strong in 2 (5.4%) prescribing 54.39 +/- 26.71 micrograms of Levothyroxine. Thirteen women's TSH significantly decreased, while was > 1 mIU/L. Seven (18.9%) patients failed suppression. The treatment with little-moderate doses decreased TSH significantly and TSH suppression mild to strong was achieved in a half of treated investigative; furthermore, the size of thyroid nodules have changed statistically significant after 6 months of therapy and positive effect was reached for 89.2% of treated patients.